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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this thesis is to set up an experiment to assist

in determining the advisability of immediate planting to supplement

natural regeneration of Douglas-fir in Benton County, Oregon. Realizing

the great differences that exist between areas of relatively close

geographical association, it is thought best to limit any conclusions

that may be drawn from this experiment to the immediate vicinity of

Benton County, Oregon, rather than to attempt to apply the conclusions

to the Douglas-fir region as a whole. This is thought to be especially

advisable with reference to the East and West slopes of the Oregon Coast

Range.

No conclusions may be drawn from the experiment at this time.

It is intended that data be secured from the experiment in future years

by the students of Silviculture at Oregon State College School of

Forestry, It is hoped that such data as may be secured in the future

will help to answer the question stated above.



IMPORTANCE OF THE PROBLEM AND

REVIEW OF PREVIOUS LITERATURE

In 1937» Isaac stated, "Enough natural reproduction to produce a

fully stocked stand immediately after logging occurs on only a small per

centage of the clear-cut and broadcast-burned areas in the Douglas-fir

region." (13).

In 1938* referring to studies at Wind River Valley, Washington,

Isaac stated,

"Data indicate that under conditions such as now
exist on the cut-over areas studied, and on most of the
areas in the Douglas-fir region after logging and slash
burning, Douglas-fir seedling losses are so high as to
almost preclude natural restocking unless special
measures are taken to bring it about." (7).

Referring to brush competition on cut-over land Hoffman stated,

".....in some places Douglas-fir is unable to compete successfully with

other species and regains the area, if at all, only by a slow prooess

of invasion." (9).

Hunger stated that, "If brush has two or three years start over

the tree reproduction, it is almost impossible for Douglas-fir seedlings

to become established in competition with it," (1I4.).

In 1938 Godwin studied logged off lands on the east coast of

Vancouver Island. His studies showed that, "Of 19*981 acres logged in

the past 17 years, 5»^4- percent are satisfactorily restocking." (5).

These studies quickly lead one to the conclusion that satisfactory

restocking of cut-over lands in the Douglas-fir region is definitely a

problem of great magnitude and importance.

The two general approaches to a solution of the problem are by

means of modification of logging practices (7) and artificial reforesta-



tion (2). As this paper and the experiment are concerned primarily with

restocking of land that has already been logged off, no further considera

tion will be given to modification of logging practices.

Artificial regeneration by planting presents the problem of whether

to plant immediately after logging or to wait a few years to see if natural

restocking will be satisfactory. It may not be advisable to rely on

planting to restock an area. Kummel, Rindt, and Hunger state, regarding

artificial reforestation, "Its place in the practice of forestry in the

Douglas-fir region arises more from the necessity to correct the devasta

tion wrought by fire and improper cutting than as an essential first step

in the process of timber growing." (2). The problem is quite clearly

stated in the same publication. "In places it may be better to plant

promptly after logging than to await natural reproduction, in order to

prevent erosion, to forestall capture of the area by brush, or to avoid

the loss of years of potential production," (2). This publication further

states,.

"Planting is sometimes employed as a means of re
foresting logged off land when, after a term of years,
natural regeneration has failed. In such cases the
forester is confronted with the dilemma whether to

plant quite soon after logging even though there is
still a chance that the area will regenerate naturally
or wait until all hope of natural reseeding is gone and
the area has then become so brushy that planting is
difficult." (2).

The Oregon State Board of Forestry apparently chooses to wait for

possible natural regeneration before resorting to planting. Proposed

legislation before the Oregon Legislature in January 1947 stated in

regard to violation of restocking provisions of the proposed law,

"Five years following the date of the completion
of the operation on the violation area, the state
forester would examine the area and plant such
portions as are not adequately stocked." (3).



Aufderheide, Assistant Supervisor of the Siuslaw National Forest

in 19lj6, was interviewed in January 1947* He gave the following in

formation regarding policy of the Siuslaw National Forests

1, Clear cut areas small enough to facilitate natural

reseeding. (Clear cut areas to be limited to 80

acres)

2. Plant soon after slash burning to get ahead of

brush competition. (Aufderheide did not think

that brush would be a serious factor on the area

in which the experiment is conducted)

3« Plant soon after slash burning to insure early

stocking.

McCulloch, Professor of Forestry at Oregon State College, and

formerly Assistant State Forester of Oregon, stated in an interview in

March 19i+7 that the policy of the State of Oregon was to delay planting

for a few years after slash burning for two principal reasons: First,

to avoid the expense of planting, and second, because the conditions

existing on freshly burned land are more adverse to seedling establish

ment than is brush competition on land that has been left a few years

after burning of slash.



THE EXPERIMENT AREA

In 191+5 and 19^ the Siuslaw National Forest sold the timber on

the West half of Section 36, Township 12 South, Range 7 West, Willamette

Meridian. An area of II4O acres was clear cut, with the exception of a

few scattered, unmerchantable trees. The area was logged by the high-

lead system. Slash was broadcast burned on September 19, 19^|6, The

Siuslaw National Forest decided to plant the area with 2-0 stock Douglas-

fir seedlings in the winter of I9I46—1+7* with the exception of part of the

area that had a very steep slope and a south aspect which was to be plant

ed at a later date after some ground cover had become established. The

planting was done on a spacing of 7»5 feet by 7*5 feet.

The decision to plant immediately was made for the following rea

sons as stated by Aufderheide:

1, Natural restocking is not a certainty.

2, The time required for good stocking to become

established may be cut down from 10 years to 3 years.

3, An area near the one under consideration was logged

20 years earlier, and is not yet satisfactorily

restocked,

Aufderheide stated that he believed the slash fire was a little

too hot, causing probable loss of seed source within the clear cut area.

However, it is believed that seed from trees left on the area was not

injured. "Seed in cones on the trees will live through a forest fire." (9).

McCulloch and Aufderheide stated that they believe 19i)6 was a fair seed

year for Douglas-fir in the area of the study. It is therefore believed



that seed from the trees within the clear cut area and from the edge of

forest on the north side of the area was distributed over the area in

the fall and winter of 19l|£-U7. (13) (6) (9) (4).

Jester states, "Seed may come from the edges of green timber, single

trees, and blocks of timber left uncut Providing there is a good cone

crop and little seedling loss, trees from any of these sources may ade

quately seed an area in one year." (10).

Soils Department of Oregon State College School of Agriculture

classified surface soil from the study area as Aiken silly clay loam.

The area cut was of site III quality.

Yield from the area was 75&4M Bd. Ft. Knutsen-Vanderiberg

funds from the area were $.25 per thousand, giving a total of $1891,00,

or $13»51 per acre.

The planting was contracted in small areas. Cost for labor on

the area on which the experimental plots are located was $15,00 per acre.

Allowing an additional 10 percent for supervisory labor and an additional

10 percent for depreciation of tools and equipment (2), brings planting

costs to $18,00 per acre. Planting stock was procured from the Wind

River Nursery at a cost of $2.40 per thousand seedlings. This gives

total planting costs of $19.96 per acre, Collins (15) gives average

total planting cost of $20.00 per acre.

Planting was done by the one man grub hoe method (2). Planting

on the area on which the experimental plats are located was done during

December 191+6 and January 1947•

The area is within a game refuge, and some browsing by black

tail deer was noticed in the plantation in March, 1947.



THE EXPERIMENT PLOTS

In February, 1947, 25 circular plots of l/lOO acre each were locat

ed in the area, (See map). An initial point, marked by a lOd nail in top

of a Douglas-fir stump approximately 40 inches in diameter, was selected

on the edge of the logging truck road. From this point three transects

were run across the area in a manner to give a good selection of conditions

on the area. On transect "A" the plots were located two chains apart. On

transects "B" and "C" the plots were located one chain apart.

Control for the initial point was brought from the corner of sec

tions 35 and 36, Township 12 South, Range 7 West, and sections 1 and 2,

Township 13 South, Range 7 West, Willamette Meridian, by traverse with

staff compass, abney, and trailer chain. Distance to plots and bearing

of transects from initial point were determined with the same equipment.

The center of each plot was marked with a wooden stake. On the

stakes was written in blue keel chalk the number of the plot and the

transect.

Seedling count on the plots was accomplished in the following

manner: A cord, 11,78 feet in length, was looped over the stake marking

the center of the plot. With this cord to determine extent of the plot,

a count of planted seedlings was made on each plot. The seedlings were

marked by wooden stakes driven into the ground near each seedling to

facilitate identification. Distance to seed source, either edge of

uncut timber or seed trees, whichever was closer, was estimated for

each plot. Altitude was determined with an aneroid barometer. Slope

was measured with an Abney hand level. Aspect was determined by
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comparison with the bearing of the transect. Ground cover was noted and

recorded for each plot.

All seedlings on the plots were planted seedlings.



DATA TO BE SECURED IN FUTURE

By checking the plots annually for a maximum period of five years,

it is believed that conclusions concerning the following may be obtained

from the area:

1, Survival and growth of the plantation.

2, Percent of stocking of the area,

3* Percent of stocking attributable to planting,

4, Percent of stocking attributable to natural regeneration,

5, Mortality in first and second year seedlings in the broadcast-

burned area,

6, Effects of various types of ground cover on seedling establish

ment and survival, (Both planted and natural seedlings.)

7, Effect of slope and aspect on seedling establishment and

survival.

8, Length of time after slash burning required for natural

restocking to become established.

9, Effect of competition of brush and other plants on seedling

establishment and survival.

10, Beneficial effects of brush and other plants on seedling

establishment and survival.

11. Extent of damage by deer browsing on seedlings planted

or naturally established in open as compared to

damage to seedlings under brush and other plant cover.

It is recommended that the following data be secured annually:

1, Number of living planted seedlings.

2, Number of naturally established seedlings.
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3, Ground cover (type, density, and species).

4, Size of seedlings (comparison of natural to planted).

5, Evidence of browsing by deer and its effect on seedling

survival and growth.
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TRANSECT "A" PLOT DATA

Plot

No.

Alti

tude

No. of

Seedlings
Distance to

Seed Source

(chains)

Slope

(A
Aspect Cover

1 1375 4 12 60 E Bare

2 1250 8 10 20 N Dead shade

3 1260 7 4 5 N Dead shade

4 1240 7 6 15 NE Bare

5 1200 7 8 50 NE •g- Bare
•g- Dead shade

6 1180 5 6 30 NE do.

7 1125 8 6 40 E Bare

8 1050 8 5 40 SE Bare
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TRANSECT "B" PLOT DATA

Plot

No.

Alti

tude

No. of Distance to

Seedlings Seed Source
(chains)

Slope

(30
Aspect Cover

1 1190

2 1230

3 1270

4 1290

5 1325

6 1370

7 l400

8 12*25

4 5

6 3

3 3

4 4

5 6

3 7

6 7

6 7

10 E Bare

25 E do.

35 SE do.

60 SE do.

50 SE do.

60 SE do.

30 SE do.

20 E 3/4 Bare
1/4 Dead shade
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TRANSECT "C" PLOT DATA

Plot

No.

Alti

tude

No. of

Seedlings
Distance to

Seed Source

(chains)

Slope

(30
Aspect Cover

1 1430 1 6 5 N Bare

2 1425 8 8 10 N o- Bare

2 Dead shade

3 1400 6 7 20 m do.

4 1375 7 8 15 m Dead shade

5 1375 10 5 30 NE 3/4 Bare
1/4 Dead shade

6 1375 4 6 4o N h Bare
g- Dead shade

7 1400 6 7 6o NE 3/4 Bare
1/4 Dead shade

8 1430 8 6 50 N Bare

9 i4+o 9 6 30 N 3/4 Bare
1/4 Dead shade
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DESCRIPTION OF INITIAL POINT

The initial point is marked by a lOd nail driven in the top of a

Douglas-fir stump approximately 40 inches in diameter. The stump is

located on the lower edge of the logging truck road, (See map). The

stump is blazed on the South and East sides. In each blaze is lettered

in blue keel chalk the inscription IP,

Bearings of the transects from the initial point are as follows:

Transect "1" ..S 80 degrees E

plots at two chain intervals.

Plot 1 two chains from initial point.

Transect "B" ,,N 62 degrees 30 minutes E

plots at one chain intervals.

Plot 8 forty-one links from initial point.

Transect "C" ,.N 67 degrees 30 minutes W

plots at one chain intervals.

Plot 1 one chain from initial point.
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General View of Study Area
Along Transect "A"

Dead Shade

Plot c4
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Bare Ground

Plot B7

Edge of Timber
As Seen From Initial Point

Along Transect "B"
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Edge of Timber
As Seen From Initial Point

Along Transect "C"

Initial Point
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